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With this talk of mine I want to pursue two aims: the first one is to clearly state Quine's indeterminacy of
translation thesis; the second is to provide an argument in defense of it. Since this is one of the most discussed
issues in analytic philosophy, some may think there cannot be anything new or interesting to be said. But it is not so,
and the reason is that many people's ideas on what the claim exactly is are rather muddled.

Just to give an example, the famous gavagai case, the one about ‘rabbit’/’undetached rabbit part, is not,
according to Quine, an instance of indeterminacy of translation. Or better, Quine conceived two distinct theses:
indeterminacy of translation of terms, also known as inscrutability or indeterminacy of reference, or ontological
relativity, and the example with ‘gavagai’ is the most famous instance of this one; and indeterminacy of translation of
sentences, that he often calls simply ‘indeterminacy of translation’. They are distinct and independent, in particular
the first does not imply the second. And the really interesting one is precisely the second. The idea that reference is
indeterminate or inscrutable is perfectly compatible with the idea that every sentence expresses a completely
determinate meaning, that is, that there are entities such as propositions. And this is what the second thesis,
indeterminacy of translation, in the strict sense, denies.

The two expressions Quine choose to refer to those two theses might be a little misleading, since even the
indeterminacy of translation of sentences goes through alternative translations of individual terms. The difference
lies in the fact that with inscrutability of reference, those alternative translations cancel out each other at the level of
sentences, so that we have translation manuals that make different choices as for the translation of single terms, but
that for whole sentences yield translations that might be considered equivalent. In showing that translation of
sentences is indeed indeterminate, I will not survey the arguments Quine himself put forward. I'll provide a new one
instead, one that you cannot find in his writings, at least not in the same form, not stated clearly. And I will show that
indeterminacy of translation is tied to another typically Quinean topic, namely analyticity. I will claim that
indeterminacy of translation affects those sentences that contain, to use Putnam's terminology, law-cluster
concepts.

Terms like ‘rabbit’ and even more ‘red’ are directly tied to experience, whereas a word like ‘bachelor’ owes
the role it has in the language solely to its link with expressions like ‘unmarried adult male’, and this is the reason for
the intuition of the synonymy between the two: breaking this link would put this word out of action. But there are
words, especially in theoretical science, that resemble ‘bachelor’, in their use being determined by a link with other
words, yet different because this link is more complex: the meaning of those words cannot be taken to be intuitively
defined by any single sentence. They instead occur in many laws that define their role inside the theory. While
scientific theories evolve, it often happens that theoretical sentences previously held true are dropped, and in those
cases the question arises whether those changes constitute a change in meaning for the terms occurring in those
sentences. That is, if a term as it occurs in a theory before the change, must be translated homophonically into the
new theory or not. The answer depends on the weight the dropped sentences had, on its being greater or smaller
than that of the surviving ones, and an univocal response is not always to be hoped for. Imagine a law-cluster term
A, such that the laws (x)(Ax_Bx) and (x)(Ax_Cx) are held valid. Imagine that we come to the conclusion that the
term B is empty. The following dilemma arises. Should we consider the first sentence constitutive relative to A's
meaning, as it were analytic, so A empty too? Or should we take that sentence to be merely false, and consider A
non-empty? It must be pointed out that the principle of charity is of no avail here, in either case we attribute a false
belief to the speakers, in the former one that there are As, in the latter that all As are Bs. We can also imagine the
following case: we have two laws (x)(Ax_Bx) and (x)(Ax_Cx), as before, but now we come to believe that no B is a
C. We have three possibilities: the former law is false, then latter is false, A is empty.


